Abstract: This paper presents a new approach for linearization of power Amplifier with memory effect using a digital pre-distorter system. This paper proposes a Multi-Level Two-Dimension LUT (ML-2D LUT) system for adaptive digital pre-distorter that compensates both nonlinear and memorial distortion of HPAs (High power Amplifier). The proposed system eliminates the trade-off between the adaption speed and the accuracy using multi-level scheme. An OFDM signal for DVB-T standard is used to validate this method. The convergence time of the propose system is 35 times faster than conventional 2D LUT with the same memory size and adaption step size.
Introduction
New generations of mobile communication systems with non-constant envelope modulations such as OFDM and WCDMA are adapted for higher spectrum capacity. This spectrum efficiency is achieved at the expense of significantly tougher requirements for RF transmitters. Using non-constantenvelope modulations stimulates the transmitters' nonlinearities. The transmitter nonlinear behavior is mainly because of the High Power Amplifier (HPA). Due to the high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of such signals, HPAs need to operate with more back-off of their saturation point and significantly lower power efficiency is expected which is a major concern in designing a wireless transmitter system. It is well known that there is a tread-off between the efficiency and the linearity in a HPA. To alleviate this trade-off, a linearization technique should be used.
Among all linearization techniques, the adaptive digital predistortion (DP) is the most promising one for it has excellent adaptive performance and is simple to implement; besides, faster digital processing (DSP) hardware is available. Most proposed DP methods are either based on Volterra series, or Neural Networks, or LUT (Look Up Table) . Digital predistortion based on Volterra series such as memory polynomial [1] , Weiner and Hammerstein [2] , suffers from high computation complexity and coefficients estimation. Methods based on neural network [3] have the drawback of relatively slow convergence because of the back propagation algorithm that is required for extracting model parameters. The advantage of these two methods is the compensation of both nonlinear and memorial distortion. LUT-based methods are easy to implement and their extracted model is quite accurate, but they cannot compensate memory effects of HPA and have low convergence speed. ML-LUT (Multi-Level LUT) proposed in [4] although has high convergence speed but it cannot compensate memory effects of the HPA. The 2D-LUT (2-Dimension LUT) model proposed in [5] can compensate memory effects but it has low convergence speed.
In this paper, we propose a ML-2D LUT that exploit the advantages of 2D-LUT and ML-LUT together. The proposed DP system has low convergence time and is able to compensate the PA amplifier memory effects.
LUT based method

HPA models
The first step to linearize a HPA is to model its non-linear behavior. In addition to the linearity issue, the memory effect of the HPA is also very important in designing a linearizer for a HPA. Various HPA models, some memoryless [6, 7] and some with memory, have been proposed in the literatures for theoretical analysis. For example, Weiner and Volterra polynomial HPA models both consider the amplifier nonlinearity including the memory effects. To validate the proposed DP system, we use HPA model which obeys memory polynomial model in [8] . This model is an odd-order-only memory polynomial with 5-order nonlinear term which has a memory depth of 2 and is obtained from a real class-AB HPA. It is expressed as in (1).
where z(n) and y(n) represent the complex input and output signal of HPA, respectively. The coefficients of (1) 
Conventional LUT
With the fast development in DSP hardware, DP method has become more applicable for HPA linearization. A Conventional LUT-based DP system is shown in fig. 1 that has simple calculation and can be easily implemented on a FPGA or a DSP processor. In this method, the inverse function of HPA is stored in a memory in the form of a complex gain that predistorts original baseband signal. The complex gain LUT has been proposed by Cavers in [9] for the first time. In Fig. 1 , F is the indexing function that selects special cells of LUT. In this method, the inverse model of the HPA is extracted by using the estimated error in a least mean square (LMS) algorithm to update the LUT cells. Memory effects in the HPA appear due to the aging and the thermal drift. Memoryless DPs yield poor linearization performance for HPAs with affected memories. Due to Memory effects in a HPA, each output sample is related to current and previous input samples; therefore, 1D-LUT cannot compensate the memory effects of HPA. Fig. 1 . The conventional LUT-based DP system.
Proposed model
Fig . 2 shows the architecture diagram of the proposed adaptive DP system. The proposed baseband adaptive DP uses complex gain LUT method to extract inverse nonlinear model of the HPA. In the conventional 1D-LUT based on the complex gain, the DP term is expressed as the complex gain G pd {p(n)} and is presented as follows:
Where V in (n) is the complex input sample and V PD (n) is the DP system output sample. Here, a discrete-time notation is used and F(n) is the indexing function which corresponds to the current input signal sample. For compensating the memory effects, we use a 2D-LUT scheme in which if the second indexing function, F Y in fig. 2 , is defined properly according to the history of current input sample, the DP system can compensate the memory effects [5] .
There is a trade-off between the convergence speed and the accuracy in conventional 1D-LUT and 2D-LUTs. To alleviate this tradeoff and to speed up the convergence, Multi-level (ML) 2D-LUT is proposed. The proposed DP system consists of N parallel 2D-LUTs with the incremental sizing from
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed 7-level ML-2D
LUT DP system for adaptive digital predistorion.
1 × 1 to 2 N−1 × 2 N−1 . The 2D-LUTs are independent from each other. This construction with the independent 2D-LUTs enables the proposed model to exploit the fast convergence of a small 2D-LUT and the accuracy of a large 2D-LUT. The overall DP function is the summation of all N outputs of the 2D LUTs:
In which G pd {F X (n), F Y (n)} is the complex predistortion multiplicand, T i {F X (n), F Y (n)} denotes the content of the i th 2D LUTs, F X is the indexing function of the first dimension, and F Y is the indexing function of the second dimension. Because of its simple implementation, the F X is defined as the quantized/normalized power of the current input signal expressed in the following equations:
Where L xi is the length of first dimension of i th 2D LUTs and N s is the number of total samples. The F Y addresses second dimension of the 2D-LUTs that is a function of the history of the current input sample for compensating the memory effects. Average power with the memory depth of M is defined for F Y as follows:
In which L Yi is the length of the second dimension of i th 2D-LUTs and M is the memory depth. In Fig. 2 
Equation (11) shows that equivalent step size defined as µ eq = Nµ for the ML-2D-LUT has been multiplied by N. This DP system has fast convergence with the same accuracy in comparison to the conventional 2D-LUT method. This is, due to the small 2D-LUTs work as coarse tables and speed up the convergence time. On the other hand, the large 2D-LUTs work as fine tables to accurate the DP.
Simulations
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the proposed DP system through the MATLAB simulations. To validate the proposed model we use standard DVB-T OFDM signal with 64-QAM modulation in a, 2K mode with 11-dB peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) [10] . The number of samples used for training of the LUTs is about 8000 samples. Fig. 3 -a shows PSD (Power Spectrum Density) of the HPA outputs with three DP systems. In Fig. 3 (9), equal with 2. Fig. 3 -a shows that three DP systems approximately have same performance in suppression of the output spectrum regrowth. The MP system uses RLS (Recursive Least Square) algorithm to extract the HPA inverse model that suffers from high computational complexity, but system based on ML-2D-LUT and 2D-LUT uses LMS algorithm that is based on simple computations. Fig. 3 -b shows the comparison of the convergence speeds of a 7-level ML-2D LUT and 2D-LUT. The used error performance is NMSE (normalize mean square error) defined as:
The adaptation step size for ML-2D LUT is µ = 1/1250 in each table, and for all tables µ eq = 7/1250. For the 2D-LUT, the step size will be µ = 7/1250. The proposed DP system compared with the 2D-LUT [5] uses approximately the same memory size and the adaption step size, while reducing the convergence time by approximately 35x (the convergence time is defined as the number of iterations needed for NMSE reach to −30 dB) and is 10x faster in convergence to −35 dB error. Fig. 3 . Power spectral density of the HPA output with 8.6-dB output power back-off (OBO) for three DP models (a), NMSE comparison between 2D-LUT model [6] and the proposed 7-level ML-2D LUT (b).
Conclusion
A ML-2D LUT as an adaptive digital pre-distortion for HPA linearization was presented. The proposed model uses 2D LUT scheme to compensate the memory effects, and multilevel LUT (ML-LUT) scheme to eliminate the trade-off between accuracy and convergence time. The performance of the proposed model was verified through the MATLAB simulations. Simulations result show ML-2D-LUT in comparison with 2D-LUT, has equivalent ability to suppress spectrum regrowth while it is 35x faster with NMSE = −30 dB, and 10x faster with NMSE = −35 dB.
